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With the success of last 3 year’s Grand Finale group 
shows RIVIERA & BRASILIA & JET SET group shows, 

Saint Cloche is excited to present CASA - a 
collaborative exploration of concepts of home. 
Celebrating the diverse creative talents of 14 

handpicked artists from Australia, they come together 
to create an environment enriched with poetic details 
by drawing inspiration from mid-century sculpture and 

their links to nature, elevating the cosy space of a 
domestic dwelling to a sensuous space of art. 

Unlike our previous end of year exhibitions which 
transported us all over the world, this year ‘CASA’ - a month-
long month celebration - reminding us to take a long exhale, 

relax after a busy year - and welcome all home! 



CASA explores a notion of ‘home’ that extends far beyond the physical 
manifestation. Home can be a location, a person, a group of people, a 

state of mind, or an abstract sense of belonging. The word “casa” is part 
of the vernacular of Mediterranean countries famous for their 

welcoming hospitality, celebrations in the home of family.  

Inspired by the mid-century French sculptor, Valentine Schlegal, who 
viewed interiors as another natural realm, full of surprises, reflections, and 

shapes. Her own house became the best example of her sculptural 
fantasy world, and evoked humanity and real emotion. Exploring the rich 

concept of the interior and domesticity we are engaging in a dialogue 
between fine art, interior design and creativity which elevates a domestic 

realm to a sensuous space of art. Practicing between Paris and the 
sleepy fishing village of Sete, Schlegal was endearingly termed by the 

local fisherman ‘Cette Femme Pourrait Dormir Dans L’eau’ (“this woman 
could sleep in water”) she constantly sought the perfect balance between 
volume and harmonious contours. We are inspired by her view of interiors 

as another natural realm – full of surprises, reflections, shapes, and 
architectural suggestion- drawing a parallel relationship with high art 

and humble craftsmanship. 

Set to the calm muted tones of a dusky Mediterranean, and an 
underlying minimalism signifying not a lack of things but a mood that we 
can create – CASA is a space of calm, homely comfort. Mi Casa Su Casa!
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ALESSANDRA JOSEPH

A recent graduate of the National Art School with a 
Bachelor of Fine Art (Painting), Alessandra was the recipient 
of third prize in the esteemed 2018 ArtStart Award. In 2018 
after exhibiting in a number of group exhibitions she had her 

first solo exhibition ‘Horizon’ at Saint Cloche. 

This series of work is in direct response to the concept of 
CASA - as a creative shelter, existing in the context of a 

broader place. I have worked with a reduced palate on a 
raw canvas ground, a homage to the materiality, textures 

and tones celebrated by late French artist and craftswoman 
Valentine Schlegel. Soft pinks and whites float on the rough 
canvas ground in direct reference to the sunset reflections 

on the ever moving surface of the ocean, broken up by 
moments negative space. 

These works are pared back, an attempt to be minimal and 
humble in both mark and scale. Valentine Schlegel's organic 

forms to me embody a strength and subtle femininity that 
has informed my approach to this series of paintings. 



Imagining Valentine’s garden  
Oil on clear primed canvas 
38.5 x 40.5 cm 
$500



Sète  
Oil on clear primed canvas 
38 x 35 cm 
$440

Salt of the earth  
Oil on clear primed canvas 
35.5 x 40.5 cm 
$470



Asahi So is a Sydney-based artist working in ceramics and 
wire. Having initially trained and worked as a florist both in 

Australia and overseas, he began to question the 
impermanent and often throwaway nature of working with 

fresh flowers and foliage, and gradually turned his 
attention to creating work using more lasting media. 

While he has shifted away from using fresh, living 
materials, the natural world continues to be Asahi’s chief 
inspiration, with his principal theme being the exploration 

of organic forms and textures. 

“The works draw inspiration specifically from the forms of 
gourds and cocoons. I am interested in how space can be 
captured within these forms – to this end wire has been 

used for its capacity to create volume without a sense of 
heaviness. I am also attracted to wire for the manner in 

which its surface naturally evolves, developing rust or an 
oxidised patina which speaks of the passage of time.”

ASAHI SO



L to R 

Gourd 2 
Stoneware clay blend fired in reduction, celadon glaze, iron wire 
25 x 11.5 cm  
$380 

Gourd 6 
Stoneware clay blend fired in reduction, iron wire  
16 x 9.5 cm  
$160 

Gourd 4 
Stoneware clay blend fired in reduction, celadon glaze, copper wire 
23 x 10 cm  
$250



L to R 

Gourd 1 
Stoneware clay blend fired in reduction, shino glaze, iron wire 
28 x 16 cm  
$450 

Gourd 5 
Stoneware clay blend fired in reduction, copper wire  
17.5 x 9.5 cm  
$160 

Gourd 3 
Stoneware clay blend fired in reduction, shino glaze, copper wire 
23 x 14 cm  
$380



Gourd 7 
Stoneware clay blend fired in reduction, celadon glaze, iron wire 
16 x 7 cm   
$140



Carissa Karamarko is an emerging Australian artist from 
Sydney whose artistic career came via the converging paths of 

music and design. Her work is inspired by journals, process 
diaries and scenes of daily life, and unpinned by an intuitive 

investigation of objects, colours, textures, and her own emotions. 
Her work is defined by a whimsical yet layered homage to the 

reverence and tradition of a still life.  

In 2018 Carissa was a finalist in the Geelong Contemporary Art 
Award & Exhibition, Muswellbrook Art Prize & Exhibition, 

Mosman Art Prize & Exhibition, and Kangaroo Valley Art Prizes.  

 “For Casa, I wanted to not only reference the dusky, muted 
palette of Schlegel’s home but to also weave through the natural, 

primitive materials used in her sculptural work (soil & plaster) 
through the objects in the foreground. I wanted to capture and 

celebrate the interesting contrast between the use of these 
inherently primordial materials and the soft, Mediterranean 

palette layered over the sensuous curves that formed her home.”

CARISSA KARAMARKO



Quiet, Simple Rooms 
Oil & Acrylic on Canvas  
76 x 60 cm 
$1,250

Home & Habits 
Oil & Acrylic on Canvas  
76 x 60 cm 
$1,250



Carol Lehrer Crawford is an artist practicing in Sydney, 
Australia. She has been creating sculptures for over 15 years in a 
variety of materials including alabaster, marble, bronze, wax and 

plaster. She is recognised for her organic and sensuous 
curvilinear forms. Carol has exhibited in numerous group 

exhibitions and has been a finalist in the Tom Bass Prize (2018, 
2016), Harbour Sculpture (2017, 2015), Northern Beaches Art 

Prize 2017, Warringah Small Sculpture Art Prize 2016, Sculpture 
at Sawmillers 2016 and Woollahra Small Sculpture Prize 2016. 

Carol has completed several public commissions including two 
portraits for the Cootamundra ‘The Captain’s Walk’ in country 

NSW and has various works in private and corporate collections 
within Australia, New Zealand and Germany (Berlin). She holds a 
BA from the University of New South Wales and has also studied 

Fine Arts (theory) at Sydney University. 

For Casa, Carol Crawford has been inspired by Valentine 
Schlegel’s binding principle that ‘the end result must speak to the 

audience on a personal level’. Each sculpture evokes humanity, 
sensuality, and the glorification of the body - they all emerge 

from real emotion.

CAROL CRAWFORD



Babs 
Blue Mist (rare) alabaster on an aged alabaster base 
24 x 21 x 17 cm 
$5,700



Clemence 
Bardiglio alabaster  
18 x 12 x 14 cm 
$1,800

Ruta 
Italian Scaglione alabaster on a wooden base + brass turning pin  
29 x 18 x 19 cm 
$3,800



Kleiner Golda 
Italian Scaglione alabaster  
11 x 13 x 12 cm 
$1,450

Goldie 
Orange alabaster (USA) 
18 x 7 x 11 cm 
$1,150



Amelie 
Italian pink calcite alabaster  
15 x 9 x 11 cm 
$880

Loulou 
Green soapstone  
20 x 7 x 9 cm 
$690

Torsion Verte 
Green soapstone  
7 x 13 x 7 cm 
$400

Camille 
Italian Scaglione alabaster  
13 x 20 x 11 cm 
$880



In 2015 Elise Cameron-Smith dedicated herself to crafting whimsical 
wooden treasures to share with the world. Dancing between titles of 

Sculptor, Miniature Boat Builder, and Furniture Maker, she works 
primarily in timber creating dreamy ocean inspired pieces, made to 

spark the adventurer in all of us. 

After 2 and a half years of dedicated Design Studies at the Enmore 
Design Centre, Elise enrolled herself in a 1 year intensive Fine 

Furniture Making course at the Sturt Craft Centre in The Southern 
Highlands in 2012. Upon entry she was awarded the Australian 
Decorative and Fine Arts Society Bursary for her dedication. On 

completion of her studies she was awarded the Craft ACT Emerging 
Artist Award and was invited to exhibit her work at their 'Living in 
Design' exhibition the following year. In 2014, Elise then began a 1 

year traineeship with Leon Sadubin, one of Australia's best Furniture 
Designer and Makers with over 30 years of experience and also 
worked for legendary Sculptor John Van Der Kolk. She has been 

featured in Frankie, Donna Hay, Yen, Home Beautiful, The Captain & 
Real Living Magazine, and has sold her wares in galleries and shops 
not only across Australia, but as far afield as Brazil, The Bahamas, 

Singapore & America. 

After long days of sculpting in her studio & living the simple life of an 
artist, Valentine Schlegel was said to be a guru in the kitchen & took 
great pride in throwing lavish dinner parties, spoiling her guests with 

her gourmet meals. For Casa, I imagined Valentine in her kitchen 
cooking with her lovers, her friends, and her family. I made a series of 

spoons inspired by Valentine in her kitchen, they are bold like her 
work but also seductive, supportive, and practical.

ELISE CAMERON-SMITH



L to R 

Valentine Spoon 1 
Hand carved Jarrah Spoon 
15 x 8.5 cm  
$80 

Valentine Spoon 3 
Hand carved American Black Walnut Spoon 
20 x 7 cm  
$90 

Valentine Spoon 4 
Hand carved American Black Walnut Spoon 
20 x 5 cm  
$80 

Valentine Spoon 5 
Hand carved Jarrah Spoon 
21 x 5.5 cm  
$80 

Valentine Spoon 6 
Hand carved American Black Walnut Spoon 
24 x 6 cm 
$90



L to R 

Valentine Spoon 12 
Hand carved Tasmanian Blackwood Spoon 
41 x 4 cm  
$150 

Valentine Spoon 13 
Hand carved Tasmanian Blackwood Spoon 
41 x 5 cm  
$150 

Valentine Spoon 2 
Hand carved American Black Walnut Spoon 
20 x 5.5 cm 
$80 

Valentine Spoon 14 
Hand carved Tasmanian Blackwood Spoon 
51 x 6.5 cm  
$175 

Valentine Spoon 9 
Hand carved American Black Walnut Spoon 
25 x 5 cm 
$90 

Valentine Spoon 8 
Hand carved American Black Walnut Spoon 
25 x 5 cm 
$90



Valentine Spoon 10 
Hand carved American Black Walnut Spoon  
26 x 5 cm 
$100

Valentine Spoon 7 
Hand carved American Black Walnut Spoon 
25 x 5 cm 
$90

Valentine Spoon 11 
Hand carved American Black Walnut Spoon 
32 x 5 cm 
$120



EVI O
Evi O. is an award-winning designer and self-taught artist, 

most renowned for her abstract paintings and book design. 
She works from her art and design studio in Marrickville, 
Sydney. With a curious eye and mind, she is constantly 

exploring and observing her surroundings. To her, art practise 
is personal, honest and happy. 

In response to CASA and the work of Valentine Schlegel, Evi 
O reminisces about her recent travel to Santorini and created 

the body of work ISLAND IN THE SUN. Sunrise and sunset 
marked her memories of time, architecture and natural 

elements defined the physical senses, and interactions with 
people romanced her days on the island. The 8 textural 

pieces are painted in pairs, signifying the change of light. 
Composition, shapes and colours were inspired by both 

natural and man-made landscape and objects.



Sunset Romance 
Acrylic & medium on timber panel, hand-painted timber frames  
40 x 35 cm 
$990

Sunrise Romance 
Acrylic & medium on timber panel, hand-painted timber frames  
40 x 35 cm 
$990



Before the Tide 
Acrylic & medium on timber panel, hand-painted timber frames  
40 x 35 cm 
$990

After the Tide 
Acrylic & medium on timber panel, hand-painted timber frames  
40 x 35 cm 
$990



Morning Sway 
Acrylic & medium on timber panel, hand-painted timber frames  
55 x 60 cm 
$1,890

Evening Sway 
Acrylic & medium on timber panel, hand-painted timber frames  
55 x 60 cm 
$1,890



Sun Serenade 
Acrylic & medium on timber panel, hand-painted timber frames  
55 x 60 cm 
$1,890

Moon Serenade 
Acrylic & medium on timber panel, hand-painted timber frames  
55 x 60 cm 
$1,890



Hannah Nowlan is an emerging artist having completed her 
Bachelors in Fine Art Drawing and Printmaking with Victorian 

College of the Arts (VCA) in 2015. Hannah currently works from her 
home based studio in Black Rock, Victoria as a visual artist and 
partner in her family business Grain of Descent. Considerably 
influenced by the surf culture of Victoria’s coastline, Hannah’s 

practice attempts to communicate the relaxed and therapeutic 
atmosphere of Australia’s vast natural landscapes. A primitive 

language is formed through Hannah's paintings that speaks directly 
of person and place. Exhibiting throughout Australia and 

Internationally, with a sophistication and insight beyond her 
emerging status, Hannah unites mythology and storytelling with a 

visual allegory that is both compelling and beautiful. 

For Hannah, her home-based coastal studio in Black Rock, Victoria is 
a significant influence on her practice. The surrounds of her local 
environment, her hand-built dwelling and the raw emotion of her 

personal landscape is entrenched upon her canvas.

HANNAH NOWLAN



“The paintings I have created for the CASA exhibition obtain 
a spirited mixture of physical presence with an intuitive 
imagination of a dream-like realm. The mark making is 

intuitive yet thoughtful. The palette is soft, inviting and all 
encompassing. The shapes and forms are both monolithic 
and biomorphic. The fields are scaled to fill the expanse of 

linen with pockets of votive marks and glossed transparency 
to engage the senses”. 

CASA is a combination of dwelling, motive, family and 
landscape. A place of surrender; to offer up and lay bare a 

sense of who we truly are. Raw, rough around the edges, real 
and uncensored. There is undoubtedly a sensory experience 
of comfort, embrace and restfulness.  She explores a  home 
that is forged by our memories and experiences. The energy 
of an environment transcends its inhabitants but also feeds 
off and transforms because of its inhabitants. The materials 
and mediums of both the home and who we are laid bare 
upon a raw yet open surface. CASA is the central disc in 

which your unique universe surrounds.

Smoke On The Horizon 
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood. 
52.5 x 52.5 x 5.6 cm Framed 
$1.080



Fall Off The Deep End 
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood. 
59.5 x 59.5 x 5.6 cm Framed 
$1.250

Traces Of Emotional Concerns 
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood. 
59.5 x 59.5 x 5.6 cm Framed 
$1.250



Sea Visions 
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood. 
33 x 43.5 cm Framed 
$720

Free Or Afraid 
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood. 
33 x 43.5 cm Framed 
$720



Spirits In The Sand 
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood. 
32.5 x 32.5 cm Framed 
$690

Young Moon Falls 
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood. 
33 x 43.5 cm Framed 
$690

Pillars Of Smoke 
Oil on Italian Linen, Framed in Tasmanian Blackwood. 
33 x 43.5 cm Framed 
$690



Heath Newman is a multidisciplinary artist currently living and 
working in Melbourne. After graduating from Sydney College of the 
Arts in 2011, his inspiration drove him to India where he spent two 

years learning painting techniques and colour studies from a culture 
rich in its visual and philosophical arts. Following India his travels 

and explorations of visual culture took him across the East where he 
became deeply interested in the art of scroll painting and the Zen 

attitudes undertaken to create them, eventually moving to New York 
where he lived and exhibited for over a year.  

Heavily influenced by the art of The Southern School (China/Japan) 
and Bonsai which Newman learned from his father; he draws from 

the idea of Literati: the scrawl of the drunken monk. Literati is a 
culture of art formed in China and then Japan notably concerned 
with ink painting, splashes, calligraphic scrawls and minimalistic 

plant styling (bonsai.) Drawing from this Newman’s work incorporates 
elements of hesitancy and fragility into the confident physical 

gestures of abstract expressionism. Combining fragments of still life, 
myths of the world, strokes, scrawls and colour fields Heath 

describes his work as a mental map; both of his subconscious and of 
the greater, deeper collective consciousness. These ideas and the 

exploration of colour in Heath’s work continues to drive his 
exploration of texture, tone, perception and depth.

HEATH NEWMAN



The works created for the Casa exhibition draw on a 
correlation between the outside and the inside. Much in the 

same way as Valentine Schlegel, a notable French artist 
famed for natural contours and a blend of functional 

artistic pieces. Reflecting the coastal life with 
Mediterranean tones and calligraphic scrawls, Heath 
creates a floating and directional piece intended to 

function as a diptych. 

Growing up on the east coast of Australia, the home was 
always a space which incorporated the outside world. 
These works seek to explore this use of internals and 

externals by balancing the world of natural landscapes and 
plant life to a homely space. Featuring plants native to 

Sete, France and dusty tones of coastal Mediterranean life, 
these works take the viewer to a space of calm 

contemplation, a world where form and nature blend into 
reverie and contours spill and blossom into the sea.

Arctotis 
Acrylic on Canvas 
62 x 49 cm 
$890



Artemisa 
Acrylic on Canvas 
80 x 64 cm 
$1090

Paradiso 
Acrylic on Canvas 
80 x 64 cm 
$1090



Kelly Murphy studied painting at the Victorian College of 
the Arts and now applies the touch of a painter to the 

medium of clay, creating functional and decorative 
ceramic pieces for the home. Vessels for plants and 

flowers, tableware and wall hangings are all created as 
individual, unique works of art on the domestic scale.  

This series for CASA explores the amorphous forms of 
Valentine Schlegel’s sculptural objects. These vessels will 
carry the impressions of landscape and human touch in 
the glazes, and impressions in their form of natural rock 
formations, sand dunes, termite mounds, of women’s soft 
and rounded bodies. I see the earth and the feminine as 
intrinsically linked. Women’s bodies, like the earth, bear 

fruit for mankind, are abused by mankind, considered 
something to be owned, traded and degraded by some, 
and worshipped and treasured by others. Women and 

the earth nourish and cradle mankind.

KELLY MURPHY



Just as the earth is considered feminine, so is the domestic 
space. A place of shelter, solace, and rest, the home is rich 

with experience and feeling. It is the place where every major 
event of one’s life is absorbed, digested and dissected. A 

nurturing space where we can be who we are and who we 
want to be. Our homes are an extension of our selves - not 

unlike a bower bird attempting to attract a mate, we fill our 
homes with things we use to tell the world who we are. 

The Italians have a term, Bella Figura, which loosely 
translates as making a fine impression; taking pride not only 

in one’s appearance, but in making life itself beautiful. In 
English there is no equivalent. Perhaps the closest would be 

‘house-proud’ but it goes beyond that. I interpret it to mean a 
mindfulness in how we present our homes. The works for 

CASA are created with this in mind, object d’ art that 
become part of a curated collection in a domestic space. 

Works that will contribute to the owner’s Bella Figura.

Painter vase 1  
Glazed stoneware ceramic 
16 cm 
$120



L to R 

Painter vase 4 
Glazed stoneware ceramic 
18 cm 
$180 

Painter vase 3 
Glazed stoneware ceramic 
15 cm 
$180 

Painter vase 6 
Glazed stoneware ceramic 
18 cm 
$220



Painter vase 5 
Glazed stoneware ceramic 
15 cm 
$140

Painter vase 2 
Glazed stoneware ceramic 
13 cm 
$140



L to R 

Shapes vase SAND 2 
Glazed stoneware ceramic 
27 cm 
$270 

Shapes vase SAND 1 
Glazed stoneware ceramic 
29 cm 
$300



L to R 

Shapes vase 4 
Glazed dark stoneware ceramic 
19 cm 
$150 

Shapes vase 2 
Glazed dark stoneware ceramic 
18 cm 
$150 

Shapes vase 3 
Glazed dark stoneware ceramic 
24 cm 
$250



Shapes vase 5 
Glazed dark stoneware ceramic 
21 cm 
$160

Shapes vase 6 
Glazed dark stoneware ceramic 
24 cm 
$250

Shapes vase 1  
Glazed dark stoneware ceramic 
24 cm 
$250



Mel Lumb is a Queensland based ceramicist, working 
from a home studio in the beautiful Noosa hinterland. 

Her current body of work is a mix of uniquely decorated 
functional and sculptural pieces for the home. Applying 
wheel- throwing and hand-building techniques to richly 
coloured, textured clay bodies, she creates bold mid-

century inspired forms juxtaposed with the earthy clay 
and her nature base.  

For Casa, Mel has been inspired by the elegant 
simplicity of Valentine Schlegel’s work. She aims to re-

create her sense of fluidity with form and marry it with a 
bold textural surface treatment through a series of work 

that is earthy and tactile while maintaining a 
contemporary simplicity.

MEL LUMB



Casa 118 
High fired stoneware frilled vase (crawl glaze) 
12 x 13 cm 
$209

Casa 93 
High fired stoneware frilled vase 
14 x 12 cm 
$220

Casa 84 
High fired stoneware tall frilled vase w/ crawl glaze detail  
27 x 15 cm 
$352

Casa 119 
High fired stoneware frilled vase 
15 x 14 cm 
$231



Casa 120 
High fired stoneware curved resist vase 
21 x 8 cm 
$154

Casa 134 
High fired stoneware wheel thrown resist bowl  
14 x 24 cm 
$264

Casa 132 
High fired stoneware wheel thrown resist wide vase  
18 x 16 cm 
$264



L to R 

Casa 127 
High fired stoneware wheel thrown pedestal resist bowl 
20 x 21.5 cm 
$297 

Casa 123 
High fired stoneware wheel thrown resist bowl 
9 x 13 cm 
$88 

Casa 117 
High fired stoneware X tall curved resist vase 
33 x 11 cm 
$352



Casa 95 
High fired stoneware frilled vase 
13 x 14 cm 
$220

Casa 85 
High fired stoneware tall handled vase w/ crawl glaze detail  
25 x 16 cm 
$352

Casa 87 
High fired stoneware curved vase (crawl glaze) 
16 x 11 cm 
$231



Milly Dent’s practice reimagines daily routine through 
uniquely handcrafted ceramic goods. Being both 
utilitarian and sculptural, her work explores the 

relationship between the fluid and the static, the pure 
and the damaged. Dent’s material of choice, porcelain, 

allows her to push her practice to its limits creating 
work which challenge conventional expectations of 

ceramic wares as well as the possibilities and 
limitations of porcelain. 

For CASA, Milly’s porcelain sculptural works in their 
muted colour palette evoke a sensuous feeling, with a 
focus on the curved form. The works explore fluid and 
sharp edges, work which appear heavy, strong yet at 

the same time appear delicate and soft. These 
biomorphic works reflect the harmonious contours 

found in Valentine Schlegel’s primitive and seemingly 
naturally occurring interiors, with subtle shifts in surface 

finish from raw unglazed porcelain to gloss glaze.

MILLY DENT



Niche 
Porcelain, Pigment, Clear Gloss Glaze   
16 x 18 x 20 cm 
$280

Tandem  
Porcelain  
18 x 7 x 6 cm 
$150

Supreme   
Porcelain, Pigment, Clear Gloss Glaze   
22 x 18 x 20 cm 
$300



Batch 
Porcelain, Pigment 
12 x 18 x 10 cm 
$300

Reach 
Porcelain 
17 x 18 x 10 cm 
$380



Align 
Porcelain, Pigment 
14 x 4 x 6 cm 
$120

Assurance  
Porcelain, Pigment 
19 x 19 x 19 cm 
$280

Vigor  
Porcelain, Pigment, Clear Gloss Glaze 
19 x 11 x 16 cm 
$250



Natalie is an architectural graduate and ceramicist 
practicing in Sydney, Australia. Her work involves the 

intersection, conflict and dialogue between these 
disciplines, forming both sculptural and functional 

handmade ceramic objects. Throughout her practice,  

Natalie’s work explores form, through either the 
architectural model or ceramic sculpture, whose fluid 
properties and flexible structure are characteristic of 

neither discipline. Natalie has worked in various 
architectural studios in addition to more recently 

practicing as a full time artist for private commissions, 
exhibitions and installations. 

‘Place,’ not to be confused with ‘space,’ expresses the 
affection and strong meaning associated between a 

person and a particular setting. Place could be described 
as a particular space covered with meanings and values by 

its inhabitants. These series of sculptures are influenced 
the sculptor Valentine Schlegel and how she interpreted 
spaces into places through her architectural forms and 
blurred the line between sculpture and interior design.

NATALIE ROSIN



place II 
White stoneware (ceramic), satin white glaze  
14 x 15.5 x 9 cm 
$370

place I 
White stoneware (ceramic), satin white glaze  
19.5 x 19 x 7 cm 
$390



place IV 
White stoneware (ceramic), satin white glaze  
9.5 x 12 x 5 cm 
$140

place III 
White stoneware (ceramic), satin white glaze  
8 x 22 x 6 cm 
$190



Nicolette Nadimi is a highly talented individual with expertise 
that transfers over a variety of design disciplines. As a 
designer and an artist Nicolette has gained extensive 

experience through her own work and supporting the work of 
others. She has worked in both commercial and high-end 

design sectors across various continents. Her expertise lies 
within numerous creative disciplines including fashion, textiles, 
furniture and interior design resulting in Nicolette achieving 

multiple awards for her work. From winning the Liberty's best 
of British Award; the David Band Textile award; Urban 

Outfitters Make it' world wide design competition and being 
shortlisted for the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition, London. 

As an artist who is inspired by form and simplicity Valentine 
Schlegel is an artist that I identify with. To Schlegel, artistic 

expression has only one objective: the body and the 
glorification of the body. This particular body of work is 

inspired by a saying used to describe Schlegel: ’Cette Femme 
Pourrait Dormir Dans L’eau’ – This woman could sleep in water. 
The idea of fluid lines, feminine forms in the serenity of water 
captivated me. To grasp the harmonious contours of the body 

in an organic state that reflects femininity and serenity was key.

NICOLLETE NADIMI



Cette femme pourrait dormir dans l'eau  
Pastel on Paper 
57 x 80 cm Unframed 
$1100



Dans la mer  
Pastel on Paper 
45 x 56cm Unframed 
$550

La sérénité de la mer  
Pastel on Paper 
45 x 56cm Unframed 
$550



Le Pied noir 
Charcoal on paper 
45 x 45cm Unframed 
$450

Le Pied blanc 
Pastel on Paper 
45 x 45cm Unframed 
$450

Gaia 
Charcoal on paper 
45 x 45cm Unframed 
$500



Tracey Deep is a creative adventurer, a biology enthusiast, and 
magical plant sculptor. Celebrated for her sustainable sculptures 
and installations using organic and industrial recycled materials 

for over two decades – her creations are as distinctive as a 
signature, and have graced events ranging from the Art Gallery 
of NSW, NGV Melbourne, Wolgan Valley Emirates resort, Cult 

Design to Aria restaurant Sydney, Dubai Opera restaurant, 
Dolphin Hotel Sydney, The Commons Hotel Hobart and from 

Macquarie bank, Rabo bank to Mission impossible and Star Trek, 
and from the Winter Olympics to Hugh Jackman. 

The materials used in the works - whether organic or industrial 
have been chosen for their texture, shape and tone. Over time 
these materials trigger an inspirational moment, and gradually 

take form, evolving into something whimsical, playful and poetic. 
As sculptured forms each work has a play of light and shadows. 

It is in the casting of beautiful shadows that the spirit of the 
artwork is revealed and a drawing appears upon the wall as if 

sketched by hand. 

“The natural world is a huge part of my heart & soul. It is a 
constant source of inspiration, it replenishes my creative juices 

and feeds my hunger and desire to create.”

TRACEY DEEP



Moonscape  
Rusted Steel 
80 cm diameter 
$6,800

Tracey’s “moonscape” is inspired by delicate 
lines & patterns in nature. Focusing on the 

poetic, playful & whimsical, here “moonscape” 
has an abstract, architectural shape with 

natural organic tones & texture. A celebration 
of simplicity & the unique curvaceous, contours 

& outlines of mother nature’s trees, seeds & 
plant life. The shadow aspect enhances the 

works original form, creating a sense of magical 
& harmonious mystery.
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